
 

Weekly Regional HOG PRICE Report 
 

 

Things to Consider…. 
 

Small pig trade has moved in a more seasonal 
pattern since late April after posting significant 
counter seasonal gains in late February and March 
on the heels of a strong futures rally. 
 
Since the softening of the futures market starting 
April 15th, isowean and feeder pig prices have 
traded to what can be considered normal lows for 
this time of the year.  However, based on recent 
futures activity and the latest reported isowean 
prices, it appears small pig prices could be putting 
in their seasonal low a bit earlier this year, which 
could be good news for sellers.  The news is also not 
that bad for buyers because the only reason small 
pig prices would be rising if because the forward 
markets are rising. 
 
Traditionally, isowean prices drop and bottom in 
the last week of July, while feeder pig prices bottom 
in early September based mainly on the value of the 
Dec and Feb lean hog futures.  But what has been 
seen over the last couple of weeks is a resurgence 
of December lean hogs to the highest value since 
mid-June.   
 
December lean hogs as shown in the graph below 
crested $75.00 US per cwt for the first time on a 
month and appear to have reversed the trend that 
plagued forward prices for the last 3 months.  
Although nothing has really changed on the political 
front or in China with ASF, the market simply has 
run out of negative news and is likely to post gains 
in the coming weeks. 
 
A move of the December back near $80 US per cwt 
would signal another opportunity for producers to 
take protection for fall and winter delivered hogs 
and that value would provide profitability during a 
time when usually losses are registered.If available, 
producers are encouraged to hedge some fall 
production if the current positive trend continues 
and futures return to the strong values seen earlier 
in the spring.   
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Weekly Hog Price Recap 

Regional and national cash hog values generally 
improved daily on good to moderate cash bid volume. 
CME by comparison started the week with lower values 
before stabilizing late in the week. Wholesale pork 
primals generally weakened except belly and ham values, 
bringing pork cutout $0.57/cwt lower than a week 
earlier. 
 

 

 

 

Canadian hog markets were $2 to $6.50/hog lower, with those out of Ontario down the most from a week 
earlier. OlyW 19 and the ML Sig 4 each declined $6/hog, while Hylife fell closer to $5.50/hog and was 
followed closely by values out of Quebec. The OlyW 17 was down $3/hog, while the ML Sig 5 fell $2/hog. 
In the US, Tyson values declined more than $7/hog while those out of JM improved near $1.50/hog. 
 

 
 

 
 



Weekly Hog Margins 

Monitored hog margins continue to slide, reaching their weakest levels since those reported late March. 
Margins were further pressured by rising feed costs with Canadian farrow-to-finish feed costs rising 
$2/hog while in the monitored US region were closer to $1.85/hog higher.  
 
Hog margins out of Ontario weakened $8.50/hog, followed closely by those out of the OlyW 19, ML Sig 4 
and Hylife each near $8/hog weaker. Margins calculated out of Quebec were down near $7/hog, while 
OlyW 17 margins declined $5.25/hog and those out of ML Sig 5 were down $4/hog. In the US, Tyson hog 
margins were calculated $8.50/hog lower while JM margins edged $0.20/hog weaker. 
 

 
US Regional Margins 

• Tyson - $13.79 USD x 1.3082 =  $ 4 in Canadian Dollars18.0  

• Morrell - $16.36 USD x 1.3082 = $21.40 in Canadian Dollars 

 
 

Disclaimer: Commodity Professionals Inc. presents this report as a snapshot of the market using current information available at the time of 
the report. These findings are for informational purposes only and should not be reproduced or transmitted by any means without 



permission.  Commodity Professionals Inc. does not guarantee, and accepts no legal liability arising from or connected to, the accuracy, 
reliability, or completeness of any material contained in the publication. 

 


